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The Urban League of Portland and Housing  

The Civil Rights movement of the 1950’s and 60’s marked a period of American history 

in which African Americans, the most oppressed members of society, began to challenge the pre 

existing racist system in a way that had never before had so much impact and influence. 

However, for most people, common knowledge about the movement is only associated with the 

events and rampant racism that occurred in the Southern states. When one digs deeper, they will 

learn that the Movement as we know it was catalyzed in the South, but influenced activism all 

over the United States where the same racist practices were also a norm. There was not just one 

approach used by Civil Rights activists. The tenets of racial liberalism and fighting for Civil 

Rights with a more top down, bureaucratic approach was one method used by activists. Racial 

Liberalism seeks to change the legislation which legalized segregation and other Civil Rights 

violations, and also touch the moral conscious of their audience (whites) in hopes to further 

change the pre existing system. The National Urban League was one such group whose mission 

was to ensure equal rights socially and economically for all African Americans, through a racial 

liberal method. Their efforts expanded across the nation and brought real and critical 

improvements to the equality of blacks. The activism and work of The Portland Urban League 

especially, in 1955, highlights the successes of the organization in its Civil Rights efforts, 

primarily with regard to the issue of desegregating housing. 

The National Urban League was formally established in 1920 in New York City, and 

encompassed multiple groups working towards equality and fair treatment of urban African 

Americans. The League grew rapidly and spread to cities all across America in a relatively short 

period of time. By the end of World War I the organization had 81 staff members, working in 30 

different cities. The mission of the Urban League is one that resonates for all African Americans, 
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as they have been historically oppressed. Even after the emancipation from slavery, the innately 

racist institutions that encompass American society, keep blacks in a cycle of poor economic 

opportunity, which leads to a lack of social mobility and ultimately a poorer quality of life. The 

mission statement of the National Urban League is concise and right to the point, to enable 

African Americans to secure economic self-reliance, parity, power and civil rights. In 1945, the 

Urban League of Portland was founded to fight for the Civil Rights of black’s in Portland, 

Oregon, and especially promote fair and non-segregated housing. 

Surprising to many, Oregon has a deep rooted racist history with the identical rampant 

discrimination that was occurring in the Southern states. In the early 1940’s, blacks moved to 

Portland in hopes of finding work in the Swan Island shipyards. They were pushed into cheap 

and segregated slums, such as Vancouver, Washington, and Vanport, until a horrible flood in 

1948 forced the entire community to pack up and relocate into the Albina neighborhood. Black 

families became concentrated in this newly formed ghetto of Portland, where they faced multiple 

issues that restricted housing, job availability, funding for schools, and overall neighborhood 

improvement. Because of city school regulations, children were expected to attend their nearest 

schools, even though it essentially re-segregated the system, causing mostly white schools to 

have more funding than the others. When new African American families would move to 

Portland, they would be immediately be discriminated against because they would only be shown 

houses in the Albina neighborhood, unfairly limiting their options. They also feared economic 

and violent backlash from whites if they moved into a neighborhood with no black people 

inhabiting it. 

The Portland Urban League took up this issue of segregated, unfair housing as one of its 

primary focuses. Through exploring the Valley Library archives and Oregonian Newspaper, one 
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sees the how immensely important desegregating housing was for the Urban League and also its 

emphasis of reaching the moral conscious of segregating whites -- a main tenet of racial liberal 

activism.  Particularly in 1955, a huge push amongst the League for immediate action came 

about. The Portland Urban League held a series of meetings in 1955, mainly focusing on the 

issue of equal housing.  

 Edwin Berry, the president of the Portland Urban League from 1945 to 1969, initiated 

Portland fair housing reform in a way never before lobbied with such vigor. Additionally, it is 

critical to point out that prior to moving to Portland and starting its Urban League branch, Edwin 

Berry worked with the Urban League of Chicago, a Northern city with a reputation for unfair 

housing and violent riots. With this background, Berry brought the issue of desegregating 

housing to the table and made it a primary focus for the Portland Urban League. Documented in 

the Portland Urban League's October 13, 1955 meeting minutes, Berry (1955) states, “Housing 

must continue to have #1 billing on the Urban League program. Our emphasis in this area for the 

past year has been toward relieving discriminatory treatment in the private housing market.” 

Housing discrimination was a key factor that perpetuated the cycle of poverty for blacks in the 

Portland area, and was addressed by the Urban League and moved to the top of the 1955 agenda. 

Ultimately, fully integrated housing was the goal for which the League was striving.  

To further define exactly what the Urban League was seeking in regard to housing 

desegregation, minutes from the May 31, 1955 meeting clearly spell it out, “Integrated housing 

means that all persons shall have equal access to the housing market and that all members of a 

society possess equally the privileges of freedom of movement and freedom of choice.”  

According to this definition the importance is placed on rights and opportunities, rather than 

presence.  
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The method, which the Portland Urban League used to reach its targeted audience and 

achieve its goals, was primarily by following the approaches and tenets of Racial Liberalism. 

One document found in the archives that exemplifies this was a pamphlet made by the League 

pushing for housing desegregation. The pamphlet has quotes from ministers and says that 

desegregation is the Christian, and moral thing to do. This is an example of the racial liberal 

approach, which is to reach out to the moral conscious of whites in order to achieve success. 
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